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Preschool Ekbacken is located in Kista on Ribegatan 240 (at the end of Ribegatan) with the green Järvafältet as a neighbour. Our lovely courtyard invites to exciting outdoor activities.

**English Department**

In August 2012 we started an English department with native english-speaking teachers and swedish methods of pree-school education.

**Food prepared of organic ingredients by our own cook**

Our cook, makes good, healthy food with organic and eco-labeled products.

**Playful language training – preparing children for School and Life**

We play language games, reading rhymes, singing and reading aloud with the kids every day.
We work systematically with language training which stimulates childrens reading and writing skills.
Ekbacken is first pree-school in the district council area, using "Before Bornholm model" which is a language development approach to preschool.
The method is well tested in Sweden and is based on research on literacy learning. Bornholm model is used in school and have been shown to prevent reading and writing difficulties.